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Naturally Aligned Foot
An aligned foot is solidly strong and 
capable of supporting the body 
throughout the decades of one's life.

 
Foot  "A" is pronated and collapsed, causing
muscles in the calves and thigh to work in an
unbalanced way, which is visible here. Side
'"B" is balanced by having the foundation
of an aligned and active foot and muscles are
elastic.
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The Case for "Good" Arches

Arches are curved structural forms that 
exist in nature and span an open space.
Because arches are one of the strongest
designs of support, they are often used in
architecture and engineering.
 

The two sides of the arch combine to 
create a compressive force that can 
span distances and bear weight. Modern
bridges continue to employ the same 
design use for ancient aquaducts.
 

Arches have been used in the design of
magnificent architectural structures
throughout the world, including temples,
mosques and cathedrals. 
 
While arches enhance the beauty of a
building or a bridge, the structural strength 
inherent in an arch goes far beyond its
aesthetic value.
 
 



X

Good Feet, Bad Feet 
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There are a number of ways that feet can run into trouble, but the
most common causes are the disruption of natural use of the feet at
an early age that compounds over the years and poor footwear.

  

Both pairs of feet below were photographed moments apart and demonstrate the
change brought about by doing the exercise referred to on Page 5—the bunions
disappeared, and weak feet and legs became strong. While this shows what is possible,
the real work of rebuilding balanced muscles in the feet and legs still lies ahead. 

  

"Good" feet are supple and have a crescent or kidney bean shape.
  



Building Healthy Feet  for a Lifetime
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90 years   .   86 years Age unknown
(but ancient)

7 years   /  102 years!

Feet that grow old while remaining in alignment maintain the same qualities
        they've always had.

Babies work at developing aligned feet and legs beginning from the beginning of
their lives, provided they have lots of time on their bellies. These early days and
months set patterns for a lifetime. 

Watch video of babies building their
feet moments after birth.

CLICK HERE

https://www.kathleenporter.com/newborn-breastcrawl


Exercises Illustrated 
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This exercise is done sitting on a flat surface
with your knees directly over your ankles. 
— Hold onto the floor with your toes (not too
tight) and 
—Loosen your heels from the floor. 
—Relax your legs, so that your knees fall out
to each side. 
 
Notice your your heels have moved toward
each other, your toes have become activated,
and your arch has lifted. Your feet might now
resemble the shape of a kidney bean. 

Stand with feet 6 to 8 inches
apart.

Shift your weight onto your right leg, slightly
pigeon-toed, and anchor your toes into the
floor. Loosen heel slightly from the floor
and rotate your right knee to the outside .

How does your right foot and
leg feel? feel? Compare your
two feet. Does the right foot
and leg feel more solid and
strong?

Repeat the steps on the left side and
then take take a moment to sense how
both feet feel now, as well as observing
how their appearance has changed. 

Deep Foot-Reshaping Exercise


